Preview of Next Issue
Coming In The Next Issue Of

Bridgewater Review

Faculty Essays
"Scientists As People"
by James Brennan
"The Idea of a University"
by Edward James
"The U.S. and Central America: Conflict, Change and Decline in our Sphere of Influence"
by Michael Kryzanek

A Farewell Poem
by Don Johnson

Book Reviews
John Deasy on Bruno Bettelheim and Karen Zelan's
On Reading: A Child's Search for Meaning
Kevin Wall on Robert Reich's
The Next American Frontier
Zon I-Chang on Tracy Kidder's
The Soul of the New Machine

A Research Note
"Modern Psychology and Ancient Epic: A New Perspective on Homeric Morality"
by Judith Stanton

A Cultural Commentary
"Mathematics as Pastime"
by Thomas Moore